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DEPTH STUDY 1: INVESTIGATING THE ANCIENT PAST

TOPIC 1
Investigating the ancient past

1.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the concepts covered in this topic.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
1.1   Overview 1
1.2   History and archaeology 2
1.3   Other experts and methods 7
1.4   Investigating human remains 11
1.5   Sources: the historian’s clues 15
1.6   Analysis and use of sources 17
1.7   Sources for ancient Australia 21
1.8   Key historical concepts 26
1.9   Historical time 30

1.10   Conserving the past 32
1.11   Saving Abu Simbel’s temples 36
1.12   Research project: Virtual site study - Stonehenge 38
1.13   Review 39

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this topic students will investigate:

• How historians and archaeologists investigate history, including excavation and archival research 
1:2, 1:3, 1:9

• The range of sources that can be used in a historical investigation, including archaeological and written 
SOURCES 1:2, 1:3, 1:5, 1:6

• The methods and sources used to investigate at least one historical controversy or mystery that has 
challenged historians or archaeologists, such as in the analysis of unidentified human remains 1:3, 1:4

• The nature of the sources for ancient Australia and what they reveal about Australia’s past in the ancient 
period, such as the use of resources 1:7

• The importance of conserving the remains of the ancient past, including the heritage of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples 1:7, 1:10, 1:11

1.1.1 Introduction
History is the investigation of people’s actions and experiences in past times. When we investigate the past 
we are using our curiosity, imagination and historical skills to find out about:
 • the societies and values of people who lived in the past
 • what people did and the reasons for, and results of, their actions
 • how the world and its peoples have changed over time.
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 We follow the methods and procedures that historians and other experts have developed. We think about 
how they use and interpret past remains, the debates that emerge from their fi ndings and the issues on 
which they agree and disagree. 

 Investigating the past helps us understand other people’s viewpoints and develops our skills in thinking, 
questioning, analysing, interpreting, explaining and arguing. It helps us to understand how our world has 
changed over time, how the past has shaped the world in which we live today and how we can play a part 
in its future.    

 People working to conserve the temple of Pharaoh Rameses II at Abu Simbel  

 Starter questions 
 <content to come> 

     Watch this eLesson:   Investigating the ancient past    

 ONLINE ONLY   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 

  1.2  History and archaeology 
 1.2.1 History 
 Investigating the past introduces you to how people lived in earlier societies and how their ideas, values, 
actions and relationships have shaped the world in which we live now. It is an opportunity to understand 
our world, how it has changed over time, and what it can become, for better or worse, in the years to come. 
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We investigate the past through the study of both history and archaeology and through trying to solve the 
mysteries they present to us. This often means investigating a mystery for which the trail has ‘gone cold’, 
evidence has disappeared or is hard to find, and witnesses are dead, unavailable or unreliable.

Our word history comes from the Greek word historia, which means ‘learning by inquiry’. History is 
what we learn from our inquiry into the lives, activities, beliefs and values of people who lived in the past. 
While we cannot fully recover the past, we can, through the work of historians, keep on discovering and 
understanding more about it. History, like detective work, is about:
 • asking questions
 • collecting information
 • searching for clues that may produce evidence
 • developing theories.

What historians do
Both detectives and historians are trained to investigate and try to explain something that happened in the 
past. The detective’s clues might include a fingerprint, a weapon or anything else that helps provide evi-
dence about a crime. The historian’s clues, called sources, can be anything that provides information about 
the past.

Historians have been investigating the past for at least 2500 years. To begin with, they would study only 
written sources for their clues. Nowadays, they know the value of other types of sources — for example, a 
painting, a building, a preserved body, photos — and so, they also use these as clues in their investigations.

Historians try to show us what the past was like. They look for sources and try to uncover their secrets. 
They develop knowledge and skills — as you will too — to organise and manage their investigation into 
past times.

Historians also try to increase their knowledge and understanding by reading and discussing the ideas 
of other historians and experts who investigate the past. They often disagree in their interpretations of past 
events, actions and people. This leads to debate, further questioning and research, and new ways of looking 
at the past.

SOURCE 1 Part of the Ishtar Gate, one of eight entries to ancient Babylon, now in the Pergamon 
Museum in Berlin. It shows the lion symbol of Babylon.
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Asking historical questions
Historians usually begin their investigations by trying to identify what people already know about their 
topic and what still remains to be known. To guide their research, historians ask the ‘W’ words that detec-
tives use in their inquiries: Who? What? When? Where? How? and Why?

They adapt their questions according to what they are investigating and organise them into a logical 
order. For example, if they were investigating the ancient Babylonians, their ‘W’ questions might be:
 • Who were they?
 • When did they live?
 • Where did they live?
 • What did they do, see, hear, feel, believe and/or experience? What were the results?
 • How did they live? How do we know?
 • Why are they important?

Usually, historians focus on one key question. Other questions will be sub-questions — the questions 
they need to answer in order to understand the key question. For example, the historian might decide that 
the key question he or she wants to answer on the ancient Babylonians is: ‘What role did the Babylonians 
play in the ancient world?’ To do this, the historian would use the questions above as sub-questions.

Forming a hypothesis
Historians often hypothesise about the purpose of buildings and other structures. SOURCE 2 shows you a 
photograph of the circle of stones known as Stonehenge, built in southern England c.300–1600 BCE. Think 
about the information that you can find out from the source itself and from the questions that people of later 
generations might have asked about it when they saw it for the first time. In doing this, you are thinking 
like a historian. Historians try to come up with a hypothesis — a theory or explanation of what something 
like this was used for and who built it.

Historians form hypoth-
eses and, as they make 
progress with their inves-
tigation, they constantly 
test the hypothesis to see 
if it fits the evidence that is 
emerging from the sources. 
Based on what the sources 
tell them, historians may 
change their hypotheses 
a number of times as they 
strive to develop an expla-
nation of the past that 
matches the evidence they 
have gathered.

Some people have sug-
gested that Stonehenge was 
a place of religious worship, 
an observatory, a place used 

RETROFILE
Investigating history is not just following up the latest gossip! What is being investigated has to be significant to 
understanding our own world or the worlds of past times (see section 1:7).

SOURCE 2 Photo of Stonehenge, the prehistoric monument in southern 
England
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as part of burial ceremonies or perhaps a place where sick people came to be healed. Some people have even 
hypothesised that creatures from outer space created it. Whatever the hypothesis, it is just a starting point in 
the search for evidence.  

 1.2.2 Archaeology 
 It is only in the last 200 years that archaeology has developed into a means of learning about the past. The 
term  archaeology  comes from the Greek word  arkhaiologia , meaning ‘the discussion of ancient things’. 

 Archaeology is the study of the physical remains of the past to learn about the lives of the humans who 
lived in older societies than our 
own. It is an especially valu-
able means of learning about 
past societies that either did not 
create, or did not leave behind, 
written records of their times. 

 What archaeologists do 
  Archaeologists  literally dig up 
the past to fi nd and investigate 
buried objects left by previous 
civilisations. 

 People may have buried 
some of these on purpose; 
others may have been buried as 
a result of volcanic eruptions, 
changing water levels, earth-
quakes, wars or simply the pas-
sage of time. Many cities are 
built on the ruins of older ones. 

 Archaeologists look for 
clues to indicate that an area 
might be worth digging up. 
British archaeologist James 
 Mellaart discovered Çatal-
höyük (pronounced cha-TAHL-
hoo-YOOK) in Turkey in the 
1950s as a result of his curi-
osity about the two 18-metre-
high mounds he saw there. It 
turned out that these covered 
the remains of one of the oldest 
permanent settlements in the 
world, with houses built on top 
of one another over centuries. 

 Sometimes people dis-
cover a site almost acciden-
tally. Near Stirling in Scotland 
on 28   September 2009, David 
Booth decided to try out his new 

A

C

F

B
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G

  SOURCE 3  An artist’s depiction of activities at an archaeological dig  

 A   Finds are carefully washed and labelled to record the trench and layers in 
which they were found. 

 B   Strata revealed by the trench help archaeologists to date the various 
layers of the dig. 

C   Brushes and trowels are used to carefully uncover objects. 

 D   Objects and sections of the site are photographed. 

 E   After the site has been searched for objects, earth is removed from the 
trench. 

 F   Positions of objects are recorded using drawing frames divided into 
squares. 

 G   An ongoing record of progress at the dig is kept.   
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hobby – metal detection. Within an hour 
of taking out his metal detector for the fi rst 
time, he found fi ve pieces of gold jewellery. 
Experts said that the pieces, dating back 
to c.300 BCE, made up the most signifi -
cant fi nd in Scotland in over a century and 
a half. 

 Satellite photographs and magnetic 
surveys can reveal the outlines of build-
ings in an area people thought had always 
been uninhabited. Improvements in diving 
equipment and instruments in the second 
half of the twentieth century have meant 
that people can now carry out underwater 
archaeological investigations.   

 Stratigraphy 
 Archaeologists use  stratigraphy  to help 
them work out how an archaeological site 
has changed over time. To do this, they dig 
down to expose the multiple layers beneath the 
Earth’s surface. The objects they fi nd within 
each layer are clues to how people used a par-
ticular area of land at different times in the 
past. The bottom layer is the oldest and the top 
layer is the most recent. 

 Stratigraphy is based on the fact that, over 
time, geology and human activity result in soil 
forming layers ( strata ) with different colours, 
soil composition, texture and thicknesses. Each 
layer will also contain the remains of different 
time periods and societies. The basic law of 
stratigraphy is the  law of superposition . This 
means that the bottom layer of soil is the oldest 
and the top layer is the most recent. 

 Archaeologists therefore investigate a site 
in reverse  chronological order  to the time 
when its layers were deposited. They assume 
that once they have divided a site into cross- 
sectional layers, most of what they fi nd within 
a particular layer will be from the same time 
period. They know that sometimes human and 
animal activities or the forces of nature cause 
layers to get mixed with one another, so they 
have to check this as well. An archaeological 
site usually provides helpful information on the 
period of time during which people have used 
that area of land and a chronological sequence 
of what has happened during that time.   

  SOURCE 4  Photo showing a diver examining an Egyptian pillar 
that archaeologists found off the coast of northern Egypt. They 
have also found houses, temples, monuments and artefacts, which 
are the remains of two ancient cities.  

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

Layer 7

Layer 6

  SOURCE 5  A diagram showing how stratigraphy can 
teach us about change over time  
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1.3 Other experts and methods
1.3.1 Experts and what they do
Historians and archaeologists often consult other experts whose skills are important in understanding the 
remains of past times.

1.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Write one or two sentences to complete this statement: ‘Historians and detectives both . . .’
2. What is the difference between a source and evidence? (See definitions below for help.)
3. Find an example of a hypothesis from a current news story and, if you can, explain how this hypothesis 

changed when people found out new information.
4. In your own words, explain what is meant by stratigraphy and how it is useful for investigating the past.
5. Explain how history and archaeology both contribute to our understanding of the past.

Develop source skills
6. What questions do you think historians might ask about SOURCE 1?
7. Use the ‘W’ words to devise questions you would ask if you were investigating the structure known as 

Stonehenge shown in SOURCE 2. Adopt these to create a key question and sub-questions.
8. Use SOURCE 3 to create a list of the tasks archaeologists undertake on a dig.
9. What method of historical investigation is shown in SOURCE 4?

10. Use SOURCE 5 to identify:
(a) the oldest and youngest layers
(b) which layers do/do not show evidence of human activity.

11. List the different types of sources that could provide information on your life.

SOURCE 1 Table showing the names and roles of some of the experts who help us understand the remains of 
past times

Experts What they do

Anthropologists Study human development, including human origin, behaviour, and 
physical, social and cultural development.

Cryptographers Study, create and decipher codes and writing systems.

(continued )
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  Experts    What they do  

   Scientifi c experts  

   

 Use the sciences (especially chemistry and biology) and scientifi c 
methods (e.g. DNA analysis) to provide evidence about such things as 
artefacts or human remains and check their authenticity. 

   Linguists  

   

 Study the nature and structure of language, how it has changed over 
time and the language styles used in certain types of documents and 
in particular time periods. 

   Palaeontologists  

   

 Investigate plant and animal fossils to study the biology of past life 
forms to work out such things as how the Earth has evolved over time 
and the nature of plants and animals that have become extinct in the 
process. 

 1.3.2 DNA analysis 
 TV series such as  CSI  and  Silent Witness  have made people aware of the potential value of DNA testing in 
crime solving.  DNA analysis  is also useful in solving mysteries from history. 

 Over 99 per cent of the population has a unique DNA profi le. Scientists can identify this by testing small 
samples of blood, hair, teeth, saliva, semen or skin cells. These can be used, for example, to identify family 
links among Egyptian mummies, examine the migration patterns of different groups of people, and help 
solve the important question of where human beings originated. 

 1.3.3 Experimental archaeology 
 Sometimes experts use  experimental archaeology  to test a hypothesis about how something was created. 
This means that experts try out what they think was the process by which people created something in the 
past. They use only the materials and techniques that were available to people at the time. For example, for 
both Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid, they have experimented with ancient building techniques to dis-
cover how people built these great structures without the benefi ts of modern technology. 

 1.3.4 Dating methods 
 To gain an accurate knowledge of the past, we need to know how old different sources are. With this infor-
mation, historians and archaeologists can understand the order and time period in which events happened 

SOURCE 1 Table showing the names and roles of some of the experts who help us understand the remains of 
past times (continued)
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Dating method Used to

Dendrochronology, or tree-ring dating, is based on the fact 
that the timbers of a tree develop a new ring of growth each 
year. Rings are usually narrower when the weather has been 
poor and wider when it has been good. Tree rings and their 
widths form a pattern that is repeated on different trees of 
the same species. By comparing the pattern of rings found 
on an undated piece of timber with a pattern that has already 
been matched and dated, scientists can work out the age of 
a particular piece of timber in a specific region.

Tell the age of wood Estimate the period when a 
particular object (e.g. boat, fence, staircase) or 
building was constructed. Experts just need a good 
cross-section of timber from the item they are 
studying.

Radiocarbon dating (also called carbon dating) relies on 
the fact that all living things absorb carbon. One type is the 
radioactive carbon-14. After an organism has died and no 
longer absorbs carbon from the atmosphere, carbon-14 
gives out radiation and gradually changes to nitrogen-14. The 
amount of carbon-14 left can be used like a clock to measure 
long periods of time.

Work out the age of materials such as wood, bone, 
charcoal, leather, hair or a fossil

Thermoluminescence dating (TL dating) involves 
scientists heating objects to very high temperatures and then 
measuring the light energy the objects give off. The greater 
the amount of light given off, the older the object is.

Date stone and clay objects (e.g. pottery) that 
people have heated or fired

SOURCE 3 Table showing some of the main methods used to work out the ages of different objects from 
the past

SOURCE 2 The pyramids at Giza, Egypt

and when different areas were settled, used and abandoned. They can work out whether a particular object 
is real or a forgery.

Today we have the benefit of many scientific techniques to test and confirm the age of an object. The 
table in SOURCE 3 explains some of these.
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1.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. How can DNA analysis help our understanding of the past?
2. Explain why it is important for historians and archaeologists to have an accurate knowledge of the age of the 

sources they use.
3. What do you think would be the value of experimental archaeology?

Develop source skills
4. Which types of experts would be useful to historians or archaeologists investigating:

(a) ancient languages and writing systems
(b) human remains
(c) fossils
(d) human behaviour?

5. Use SOURCE 3 to work out which dating method would be useful to work out the age of a:
(a) fossil (b) clay pot
(c) wooden hut (d) skeleton.

1

2

5

4

3

SOURCE 4 Diagram showing how the ring patterns of different pieces of timber can be matched in order to 
obtain their ages

 1  Series of three narrow rings lines up on all five samples.

 2  Counting back from 1998, this ring was formed in 1989.

 3  Rings date back to 1976.

 4  Pattern of rings lines up on all five samples from 1979–83.

 5  Tree cut down in 1998.
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1.4 Investigating human remains
1.4.1 Tutankhamun
Human remains can provide information on the beliefs, habits, work, clothing and even food of societies 
that existed thousands of years ago. Sometimes these are preserved accidentally. They might have been 
frozen for centuries in a remote mountain area or submerged in a bog (wetland, with soil made up mainly 
of decaying plant matter). Sometimes they have been intentionally preserved as mummies.

British archaeologist Howard Carter discovered the tomb of pharaoh Tutankhamun (1341–1323 BCE) in 
November 1922. The discovery was important because, unlike most ancient Egyptian tombs, its treasures 
and the embalmed mummy were still intact (see section 2a.12).

Tutankhamun died at the age of 19 after ruling Egypt for nine years. Carter’s discovery made  Tutankhamun 
famous. Since then, people have been interested to know more about the young king and especially why he 
died at such a young age — was he murdered?

Early investigations
Howard Carter and a team of experts first examined Tutankhamun’s mummy in 1924. The oils used in the 
embalming process had turned into a sticky tar-like substance, making it very difficult to free the body 
from its coffin. They ended up cutting it into a number of pieces to remove it and to detach the head from 
its golden death mask.

The examination did little more than identify Tutankhamun’s physical characteristics — he measured 
1.68 metres in height and was slightly built, with a cut to the left side of his jaw and a curve in his 
spine. The mummy’s condition had deteriorated because of Carter’s rough handling of it and his failure to 
rewrap it.

In 1968, Professor R.G. Harrison X-rayed the pharaoh’s remains and identified:
 • the cut the embalmers had made during the mummification process
 • some particular physical characteristics — a sore on the left cheek, a slight cleft palate (i.e. a gap in the 

plates that form the roof of the mouth), missing ribs and no breastbone, limited movement of the neck, 
and signs of scoliosis (curvature of the spine).
The discovery of bone fragments in the brain cavity led people to question whether someone mur-

dered Tutankhamun by means of a severe blow to the head. Without proof either way, the question of how 
 Tutankhamun died remained unsolved.

2005 CT scan
In 2005 Egyptian medical experts conducted a CT 
scan of Tutankhamun’s remains. It provided 1700 
images for analysis. These produced both new 
information and comments on earlier 
investigations.
 • Tutankhamun was generally well fed and in 

good health.
 • He had the same very long face as other mem-

bers of his family.
 • Some injuries to his body, such as the bend in 

the spine and the bone fragments in the skull, 
probably occurred either during the embalming 
process or during Carter’s investigation.

 • He had had a bad break in his left leg shortly before his death and developed an infection in it.
Team members were unanimous in stating that Tutankhamun was not murdered. They wondered whether 

the leg injury contributed to his death.

SOURCE 1 Photo showing remains of the pharaoh 
Tutankhamun going into the CT scanner
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2010 DNA testing
Further CT scans combined with DNA testing and analysis from 
2008 to 2010 provided more information on the young pharaoh’s 
life and the most likely cause of his death. Testing revealed that 
Tutankhamun’s parents were brother and sister, and that this may 
have been the reason for his genetic problems — a cleft palate, a 
club foot and a bone disease in the left foot. DNA analysis also 
showed that Tutankhamun was a victim of malaria and that this 
was the probable cause of his death.

1.4.2 Ötzi the Iceman
On 19 September 1991, German mountaineers Erika and Helmut 
Simon made another amazing archaeological discovery when they 
came across a human corpse while they were climbing in the 
Ötztal Alps bordering Austria and Italy. The body was off the main 
track and lying frozen in a partially melted glacier. They photo-
graphed it and got someone to inform the police, who, like them, 
assumed that this was a recent corpse.

Unaware of the body’s significance, the recovery team used a 
pneumatic drill, ski poles and ice axes to remove it from the ice. During this time, other people came by 
and took some of the equipment found with the body as souvenirs. After four days in bad weather condi-
tions, the team freed the body, retrieved clothing and equipment that remained nearby, and sent these by 
helicopter to the Institute of Forensic Medicine at Innsbruck in Austria.

Only then did people release that the corpse, who became known as Ötzi the Iceman, was not just 
years old but thousands of years old. CT analysis revealed that the Simons had discovered the mummified 
remains of someone who had died 5300 years earlier. Ötzi is the oldest well-preserved body that experts 
have been able to investigate and provides unique evidence of life in that time period.

SOURCE 2 Photo showing the 
French team’s reconstruction of 
Tutankhamun’s face. Three different 
teams produced reconstructions 
using information from his CT scan.

SOURCE 3 An extract from an article by Paul Schemm, ‘Studies reveal King Tut’s sad life and death’, published 
by The Associated Press on 16 February 2010

Egypt’s famed King Tutankhamun suffered from a cleft palate and club foot, likely forcing him to walk with a 
cane, and died from complications from a broken leg exacerbated by malaria, according to the most extensive 
study ever of his mummy.

The findings were from two years of DNA testing and CT scans on 16 mummies, including those of 
Tutankhamun and his family . . .

It also established the clearest yet family tree for Tut. The study said his father was most likely Akhenaten . . . 
while his mother was a still unidentified sister of Akhenaten.

. . . Speculation had long swirled over why the boy king died at such a young age. A hole in his skull long 
fueled speculation he was murdered, until an X-ray scan in 2005 ruled that out . . .

The newest CT scans and DNA tests revealed a pharaoh weakened by congenital illnesses finally done in by 
complications from the broken leg aggravated by severe brain malaria. The team said it isolated DNA of the 
malaria parasite — the oldest such discovery.

‘A sudden leg fracture possibly introduced by a fall might have resulted in a life-threatening condition 
when a malaria infection occurred,’ the article in the Journal of the American Medical Association concluded. 
‘Tutankhamun had multiple disorders . . . He might be envisioned as a young but frail king who needed canes 
to walk.’

Like his father, Tutankhamun had a cleft palate. He also had a club foot, like his grandfather, and suffered 
from Kohler’s disease in which lack of blood flow was slowly destroying the bones of his left foot.

© 2010 The Associated Press.
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 Learning about Ötzi 
 Since the discovery, experts have conducted numerous 
different tests on Ötzi’s remains and on the clothing, 
weaponry, tools and other equipment Ötzi had with 
him. Professor Spindler led the initial three-year 
investigation. The table below right shows the conclu-
sions reached during that time. 

 Professor Spindler hypothesised that Ötzi was 
a shepherd from a farming community in the Ötz 
valley and that he lived elsewhere each summer (per-
haps taking a herd of animals into the mountains). 
On his return one particular year, Ötzi fl ed alone to 
the mountains because his village was under attack. 
There, exhausted, he died from exposure during a 
winter storm.  

  SOURCE 4  Photo taken at the time the body of 
Ötzi the Iceman was removed from the ice  

  Conclusion    Based on  

 Ötzi lived during the Copper Age (c.4000–2000 BCE).   Copper axe found with him 
 Carbon-14 dating of the body to about 5300 years old  

 Ötzi had contact with farmers who grew wheat and 
barley. 

 Grains in his clothing 

 Ötzi had been attacked or had a bad fall.  X-rays and CT scans indicating Ötzi had broken ribs 

 Ötzi was unable to either defend himself or obtain the 
food he needed for survival. 

 An unfi nished bow and only 2 of 14 arrows completed 

Pathologist Dr Egarter Vigl found
a 3.5 cm cut on Ötzi’s right
hand. This seemed to be a

wound resulting from someone
attacking him.

Damage to left hip and thigh caused
by jackhammer 

Radiologist Dr Paul Gostner took
X-rays and CT scans. These showed
Ötzi had a 13 mm wound from an
arrowhead embedded in an artery.
This caused massive blood loss,
shock and ultimately a cardiac
arrest.      

Anthropologist Dr Christopher
Ruff concluded from Ötzi’s well-

developed shin bones that his
lifestyle included long walks over

hilly ground.     

Chemical residue in bones and teeth
indicated Ötzi grew up north-east of
Bolzano (Italy) but spent his adult
years about 50 km further north.   

Botanist Dr Klaus Oeggl’s analysis
of Ötzi’s intestines showed that he
had eaten grain, herbs and meat in

his last meal.   

Molecular biologist Dr Tom Loy
found four different blood types on

Ötzi’s arrows and �int knife.

  SOURCE 5  Photo of Ötzi the Iceman. Annotations describe how different experts contributed to our knowledge 
of him.
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From 1998 onwards, further investigations, using increasingly 
sophisticated technology, have provided new information and led 
to different interpretations of the Ötzi sources. In 1998, fresh hop 
pollen found in his intestines showed that he died in spring; other 
tests showed that his ribs were broken after his death.

X-rays in 2001 revealed that Ötzi had an arrowhead embedded in 
his left shoulder. DNA analysis in 2003 indicated that his clothing 
and equipment contained blood from four different people; two 
arrowheads showed the blood of two separate individuals. There 
were cuts on his right hand and wrist.

CT scans in 2006 and 2007 found that Ötzi had the well- 
developed tibias of someone who walked a lot over rough and 
hilly ground; the arrow had pierced an artery and so probably 
caused Ötzi to bleed to death. Radiological images showed that 
Ötzi had suffered a head injury. Analyses of Ötzi’s intestines in 
2009 enabled experts to work out the last foods he had eaten.

Ötzi: twenty years later
In late 2010, in the lead-up to the twentieth anniversary of Ötzi’s 
discovery, experts defrosted the Iceman and conducted the first 
complete autopsy of his body. It took nine hours, involved teams 
of microbiologists, pathologists, neurosurgeons and technicians 
and produced 149 biological samples. DNA analysis indicated that 
Ötzi had brown hair and eyes, was probably lactose intolerant, had 
been infected by the tick that can cause Lyme disease, and was at 
risk of hardening of the arteries and of a future stroke or heart 
attack. DNA analysis showed that his last food was a heavy, fatty 
meal of ibex (wild goat), likely to have been eaten at leisure. Blood accumulated in his brain could have 
come either from a fall after he was hit by an arrow or from an intentional blow to his head.

Ötzi is one of the most investigated and photographed corpses of all time. We will learn more about him 
as the experts publish their interpretations of these latest investigations.

1.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Explain why scientists are interested in examining bodies from the ancient past.
2. Identify three techniques scientists might use in their investigations of human remains.
3. List the questions you think have guided research into the bodies of Tutankhamun and Ötzi.
4. Outline how knowledge of either Tutankhamun or Ötzi has changed over time.
5. Work in small groups to discuss the treatment of the remains of Ötzi and Tutankhamun. Devise guidelines 

for how ancient human remains should be treated.

Develop source skills
6. List the questions a historian might ask to investigate the accuracy of SOURCE 2.
7. Use internet sources to find out more about the reconstruction of Tutankhamun’s face. Explain what was 

done to try to create an accurate likeness of Tutankhamun. What do you think are the disadvantages of this 
method for working out what Tutankhamun looked like?

SOURCE 6  Model of Ötzi, which 
Dutch artists Alfons and Adrie 
Kennis constructed in early 2011 to 
represent the state of knowledge 
about Ötzi which experts had 
discovered by that time. They used 
3D images of his skull plus X-rays 
and CT scans.
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  1.5  Sources: the historian’s clues 
 1.5.1 Source categories 
 There are two main source categories: 
 primary  and  secondary . A primary 
source is one created  during  the period 
the historian is investigating. A secondary 
source is one created  after  the period the 
historian is investigating. Secondary 
sources usually contain information taken 
from many other sources, both written 
and non-written. 

 The same source can be both primary 
and secondary, depending on what the 
historian is investigating. If a historian is 
investigating textbooks of the early twen-
ty-fi rst century, then this textbook would 
be a primary source because that is when 
it was written. If a historian is investigating burial customs 
in ancient Egypt, then this textbook would be a secondary 
source because the information it contains on that topic was 
written after that period of history.   

 Rules often have exceptions! If someone lives through 
a particular historic event or period and only records their 
experiences of it many years later, the source created is 
still treated as a primary source. For example, Pliny the 
Younger, a Roman lawyer and author, lived during the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 CE. Twenty-fi ve years 
later, he wrote about this in two letters to his friend Tacitus. 
Historians treat these two letters as primary sources on the 
eruption of Vesuvius even though they were written many 
years later. 

 Beware . . . 
 Some people fall into the trap of thinking that a primary 
source must always be better than a secondary source 

  SOURCE 1  Photograph of hieroglyphs, the Egyptian writing 
system, on a wall painting in a tomb near Luxor, Egypt  

  SOURCE 2  Table showing examples of 
hieroglyphs and equivalent letters/sounds 
from our alphabet  

8.   Use   SOURCE 3   to identify the following about Tutankhamun: 
(a)    three physical features at the time of his death  
(b)   who his parents were  
(c)   the likely cause of his death.    

9.   Use the information in   SOURCE 5   to: 
(a)    list the experts involved in the investigation  
(b)   write 5 to 8 lines about Ötzi the Iceman.    

10.    Ötzi was found 92.5 metres inside the Italian border and his remains are now kept in a museum in Bolzano, 
Italy. Use internet sources to create a report on what experts have learned from three items of Ötzi’s 
clothing and equipment.   
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because it was created ‘at the time’. This is not necessarily true. The person who created the source ‘at 
the time’:
 • may have lied about or exaggerated events
 • may not have been in a situation to know much about what was going on.

The creator of a secondary source is living in a different time period and:
 • may have no reason to lie about or exaggerate what happened
 • can often obtain information that was not available to people who lived through the time being studied.

There is no rule about which type of source — primary or secondary — is better. It depends on what you 
are looking for. You need to make judgements about the value of sources in order to choose the ones that 
are most useful.

1.5.2 Locate, select and organise
When planning an investigation, a historian has to make choices to narrow the inquiry down to what is 
possible and locate, select and organise the information they find. Historians:
 • locate sources relevant to the topic they are investigating. For example, a historian investigating the 

Vietnam War would choose sources on that war and largely ignore those on other wars.
 • select from those sources the information that is relevant to their topic and that helps answer the ques-

tions that are guiding their inquiry
 • organise the information that a source contains so that they can use it as evidence. They can do this by 

recording it under their question headings and developing sub-headings to organise their information into 
smaller and more manageable ‘bits’. They might find it helpful to record some of their information in a 
table, flow chart or map.

1.5 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Explain the difference between a primary source and a secondary source.
2. Provide an example of how a source can be both primary and secondary.
3. Explain why a primary source is not necessarily better than a secondary source.

SOURCE 3 An extract from Pliny the Younger’s letter to his friend, Tacitus, describing the eruption of Vesuvius 
in 79 CE

Description of eruption
My uncle was in active command of the fleet. On 24 August, in the early afternoon, my mother drew his 
attention to a cloud of unusual size and appearance . . . He called for his shoes and climbed up to a place 
which would give him the best view of the phenomenon. It was not clear at that distance from which mountain 
the cloud was rising (it was afterwards known to be Vesuvius); its general appearance can best be expressed 
as being like an umbrella pine, for it rose to a great height on a sort of trunk and then split off into branches, I 
imagine because it was thrust upwards by the first blast and then left unsupported as the pressure subsided, 
or else it was borne down by its own weight so that it spread out and gradually dispersed. In places it looked 
white, elsewhere blotched and dirty, according to the amount of soil and ashes it carried with it.

My uncle’s scholarly acumen saw at once that it was important enough for a closer inspection, and he 
ordered a boat to be made ready, telling me I could come with him if I wished.
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1.6 Analysis and use of sources
1.6.1 The origin of a source
Historians’ sources help them reveal the past. By identifying the main features of sources, they can work 
out the strengths and weaknesses of each source.

Sources do not speak for themselves. As well as reading the obvious information that a source provides, 
historians ‘read between the lines’ and:
 • detect information that is not obvious just by looking
 • find out if a source is complete or incomplete
 • make judgements about how they can use sources.

Develop source skills
4. In what ways would SOURCES 1 and 2 be useful to a historian investigating ancient Egyptian writing? In your 

answer, explain your reasons and identify which of the two sources is primary and which is secondary for 
this topic.

5. Use SOURCE 3 to create a dot point summary under the heading ‘Pliny’s description of Vesuvius erupting’.

SOURCE 1 A twenty-first-century artist’s impression of the process of building the Parthenon. This image is 
based on research into building techniques of the time.

Timber 
scaffolding

Doric columns made of 
white marble from Mount 
Pentelico. They each 
have a slight curve in 
the middle to create the 
optical illusion from below 
that they are straight.

Builders used 
cranes with giant 
tongs attached 
to lift stones into 
place.

Teams of oxen 
brought cartloads 
of building blocks 
from the local 
quarry.

Craftsmen 
sculpted figures 
that were larger 
than life size so 
that they could be 
easily seen from 
the ground. The architectron was the 

person in charge of the 
building work.

A glimpse of Phidias’ statue of Athena Parthenos — 
about seven times life size, it was wooden and 
decorated in gold and ivory. The statue depicted 
Athena as a warrior goddess, wearing a helmet and 
breastplate and carrying a shield. The breastplate 
was carved with the snake-covered head of Medusa. 
In her right hand, Athena held a small figure of 
Athena Nike, the image of Athena in victory.

These rectangular 
sections 
show Giants, 
Centaurs, Titans 
and Amazons 
celebrating the 
Greek victory 
over the ‘inferior’ 
Persians.

The temple is built to face 
east — the direction of the 
rising sun. The decoration in 
this section, the pediment, 
is of coloured marble and 
shows Athena being born 
from the head of Zeus.

A block of 
marble being 
slotted into 
place
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SOURCE 2 An extract from Howard Carter’s description of opening the second sealed door in King 
Tutankhamun’s tomb

Slowly, desperately slowly it seemed to us as we watched, the remains of passage debris . . . were removed, 
until at last we had the whole door clear before us. The decisive moment had arrived. With trembling hands 
I made a tiny breach in the upper left hand corner. Darkness and blank space, as far as an iron testing-
rod could reach, showed that whatever lay beyond was empty, and not filled like the passage we had just 
cleared . . . then, widening the hole a little, I inserted the candle and peered in, Lord Carnarvon, Lady Evelyn 
[Lord Carnarvon’s daughter] and Callender [an assistant] standing anxiously beside me to hear the verdict. At 
first I could see nothing . . . but presently, as my eyes grew accustomed to the light, details of the room within 
emerged slowly from the mist, strange animals, statues, and gold — everywhere the glint of gold. For the 
moment — an eternity it must have seemed to the others standing by — I was struck dumb with amazement, 
and when Lord Carnarvon, unable to stand the suspense any longer, inquired anxiously, ‘Can you see 
anything?’ it was all I could do to get out the words, ‘Yes, wonderful things.’

Howard Carter, The Tomb of Tutankhamen, 1923.

Knowing the origin of a source means knowing:
 • when it came into existence
 • where it came from
 • who produced it.

These basic pieces of information are the stepping stones that help you judge whether and how a source 
is useful to you.

1.6.2 Between the lines
Historians search for the ‘between-the-lines’ meaning of a source by thinking about the creator’s motive 
and purpose and the context in which the creator produced the source.
 • The motive of a source is the feelings, experiences, attitudes, values and obligations that may have influ-

enced the person who created the source.
 • The purpose of a source is what the creator of a source hoped would happen as a result of producing 

the source — what the creator intended it to achieve. The source creator may have been trying to inform 
people about something or trying to convince his or her audience to take certain action or to agree or 
disagree with a particular viewpoint.

 • The context of a source is the location and circumstances in which someone created the source and the 
facts surrounding its creation. Knowing these things helps you to judge the significance or importance 
of a source.

1.6.3 Fact and opinion
Historians search for facts and develop interpretations of the past. They state the conclusions of their 
research and they use evidence from sources to support them.

Before using information from a source as evidence, a historian has to decide whether:
 • it expresses facts about the past — meaning what really happened; the truth; the reality of an event, 

 situation or person
 • it is someone’s opinion — meaning someone’s personal viewpoint.

The words someone uses often indicate whether the person is expressing a fact or an opinion. Words 
such as believe, could, feel, might, suggest and think usually tell us that someone is providing an opinion, 
not a fact. People often mean ‘I think . . .’ even though they do not voice these words. People also express 
opinions through their use of emotive words such as devastating and through their use of the pronouns 
I and we to introduce their viewpoints. Sometimes people use terms such as this is and it is to introduce a 
strong statement of their opinion; for example, ‘It is just not true that . . .’.
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1.6.4 Usefulness and reliability
Historians need to work out whether their sources are useful and reliable. A useful source is one that helps 
to explain something you are investigating. Before deciding the ways in which a source can be useful, you 
need to find out whether it is reliable. This means thinking about whether it:
 • is complete or incomplete
 • provides accurate or inaccurate information
 • states facts or opinions
 • is biased for or against something; that is, whether or not it provides too positive or too negative a view 

of something
 • is created to make someone believe something or act in a certain way.

Some unreliable sources can be very useful. For example, they may help make us aware of how people 
can use inaccurate information to gain a particular advantage or convince people to accept a particular 
viewpoint.

Cross-examining the witness
The person who creates a source is like a witness in a courtroom. The historian has to find out whether the 
witness is reliable. The advantage of questioning a witness in a courtroom is that the witness is alive and 
can respond. The historian’s witnesses may have been dead for thousands of years!

Some witnesses might not be reliable. For example:
 • a witness who was ‘on the spot’ for an event may not have clearly seen what happened
 • a number of witnesses could each give a different version of the same event
 • a witness may simply be repeating what others have recounted and may not know anything
 • a witness might lie to give a false impression of what really happened
 • a witness may have some prejudice against a person or group and dislike them because of their race, 

culture or religion. Witnesses may not be aware of such prejudice, but it may affect the way they describe 
someone.

 • a witness might build up certain parts of a story and say very little about other parts. Leaving out infor-
mation can create an impression that is quite different from the reality.

SOURCE 3 An extract from an account of the Battle of Marathon, 490 BCE, as described by Greek historian 
Herodotus a few years later. The battle was between the Persian invasion force of 20 000 and a Greek force of 
10 000. The Greeks won.

The two armies fought together on the plain of Marathon for a length of time; and in the mid-battle the 
barbarians were victorious, and broke and pursued the Greeks into the inner country; but on the two wings the 
Athenians and the Plataeans defeated the enemy. Having so done, they suffered the routed barbarians to fly at 
their ease, and joining the two wings in one, fell upon those who had broken their own center, and fought and 
conquered them. These likewise fled, and now the Athenians hung upon the runaways and cut them down, 
chasing them all the way to the shore, on reaching which they laid hold of the ships and called aloud for fire . . .

The Athenians secured in this way seven of the vessels; while with the remainder the barbarians pushed off, 
and taking aboard their Eretrian prisoners from the island where they had left them, doubled Cape Sunium, 
hoping to reach Athens before the return of the Athenians.

The Persians accordingly sailed round Sunium. But the Athenians with all possible speed marched away to 
the defense of their city, and succeeded in reaching Athens before the appearance of the barbarians . . . The 
barbarian fleet arrived, and lay to off Phalerum, which was at that time the haven of Athens; but after resting 
awhile upon their oars, they departed and sailed away to Asia.

Historians find out as much as they can about witnesses and their reasons for creating a source before 
they trust the information the source provides. This is part of being professional in doing their work. A his-
torian checking Pliny’s account of the eruption of Vesuvius (see SOURCE 3, section 1.5) would want to 
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know what was missing from the source and whether Pliny really was an eye-witness. He does not men-
tion the noise of the eruption (thought to be at least 500 times as loud as an atomic bomb) and, at 21 km 
away, is unable to identify the 1000-metre-high mountain from which it came. Asking questions about such 
things helps the historian to judge a source’s value.  

 Internet sources 
 When you use the internet for research, you need to fi nd websites whose creator provides accurate, good 
quality, up-to-date information (see  SOURCE 4 ).   

 1.6 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    What is meant by the  origin  of a source?  
2.   What are historians looking for when they ‘read between the lines’?  
3.   What is the difference between the  motive  and the  purpose  of a source’s creator?  
4.   Explain what is meant by the  context  of a source.  
5.   Imagine you are questioning an eyewitness to a robbery. Suggest three to fi ve reasons why this person might 

not tell you the truth about what happened.  
6.   When someone famous, well liked and highly respected is writing an autobiography: 

(a)    what kinds of information might he or she want to emphasise?  
(b)   what kinds of things might the person want to say very little about?  
(c)   what impression do you think the person would be trying to make on the reader?     

  SOURCE 4  An example of how to check you have found a good website for historical research:  www.
britishmuseum.org 

 The layout is clear 
and well designed. It 
does not have errors 
in fact, spelling and 
grammar that would 
indicate someone has 
put it together quickly 
and carelessly. 

 The main purpose 
of the site is to 
provide information 
about a particular 
topic, not to sell 
products or convince 
you to support the 
party that runs the 
government. 

 There are links to 
other reputable, 
trustworthy and 
relevant sources. 

 The content is 
carefully planned. 

 The domain name 
ending in .org 
indicates that this 
is a non-profi t site. 
You would expect 
that writers have 
tried to ensure that 
the information 
it provides is 
trustworthy. 
(Educational sites end 
in .edu; commercial 
sites end in .com; 
government sites end 
in .gov.) 

 There is contact 
information about 
the people who 
created the site and 
you can give them 
feedback. 

 The information is 
kept up to date.   
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1.7 Sources for ancient Australia
1.7.1 Sources of information
Usually when historians and archaeologists talk about ancient times, they are talking about the time after 
people began to create written records. In Australia, we have written records from the time when Europeans 
arrived here. When historians and archaeologists investigate ‘ancient Australia’, they mean the time before 
European contact, a time going back at least 45 000 years to when Aborigines first lived here and further 
back again to the earliest evidence of what Australia was like.

As far as we know, ancient Australians left no written records about their lives before European contact. 
Written records from the time of European contact usually record information from a European viewpoint. 
Experts disagree about how useful and reliable these are because their authors usually assumed that there 
was no change over time — in other words, that the ancestors of the people they were describing in the 
1600s or 1770s had lived in exactly the same way thousands of years earlier. Investigators can use  European 
sources to develop hypotheses about the lives of ancient Australians, but to prove them, they would need to 
find other types of sources to back them up.

It is difficult to investigate a time before written sources of information, and there are limits to what we 
can find out. Rising sea levels after the end of the last ice age may have destroyed some possible sources 
of information. There are no buildings dating from before Europeans settled in Australia in 1788 to provide 
information on people’s beliefs or technology as they do for other societies (e.g. the ancient Egyptians). The 
main sources for ancient Australia include:
 • oral accounts
 • tools
 • fossils
 • shell middens
 • rock and cave art
 • human and animal remains.

Stone tools
Archaeologists look at stone tools to judge:
 • the skills and knowledge of the society that produced them and how these changed over time
 • how many different types of tools the society produced
 • the activities for which tools were developed.

Other stone tool discoveries show that c.5000 years ago, people were beginning to make more specialist 
tools (for example fish hooks and axes) that they used to capture fish and small animals like possums.

Develop source skills
7. Identify the motive, purpose and context of SOURCE 1.
8. Identify the words and phrases in SOURCE 2 that show the author’s attempt to convey the emotion of the 

moment.
9. List three questions a historian might ask to help judge the value of SOURCE 3 for someone investigating 

the Battle of Marathon.
10. Using SOURCE 4 as a guideline, identify a good website for historical research and list its key features.
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Dreamtime stories
Dreamtime stories, passed on in spoken form, 
have explained the origin and meaning of life in 
Australia to generations of Aboriginal people. 
The stories tell of ancestral beings moving across 
the continent creating and moulding the land and 
its rivers, lakes, mountains and all living crea-
tures. They explain the natural world and 
humans’ relationship with it. Depending how far 
back people can trace the existence of particular 
Dreamtime stories, they can be a source of infor-
mation on ancient Aboriginal culture, laws, 
family relationships and religious beliefs and 
 rituals. Archaeologists look for sources dating 
back to ancient Australia that can back up the 
information these stories provide.

Rock art
Archaeologists have found rock art in engravings and paintings that date back to 40 000 years ago. These 
provide evidence of how long humans have inhabited this land and of a cultural practice that continued for 
thousands of years.

Kakadu National Park has at least 5000 sites, some with paintings 20 000 years old. The Pilbara region of 
Western Australia and the Olary region of South Australia have rock engravings (petroglyphs) dating back 
40 000 years. The Kimberley region of Western Australia has the Wandjina (dating back 1500 years) and 
Bradshaw rock paintings (at least 17 000 years old), and in Western Arnhem land there is the 4000-year-old 
painting style known as X-ray art.

The Bradshaws
The Bradshaw paintings, also called Gwion Gwion, are rock paintings found in caves and on rock ledges in 
possibly as many as 100 000 sites across 50 000 km2 of Western Australia’s Kimberley region. Some of the 
most important images depicted in the paintings are of:
 • boats, some with rudders, carrying from 4 to 29 people
 • deer-like animals with four legs and antlers

SOURCE 1 An extract from an article by Tanalee Smith, ‘Ancient tools found in Australia’

Tools dating back at least 35 000 years have been unearthed in a rock shelter in Australia’s remote northwest …
The tools include a piece of flint the size of a small cell phone and hundreds of tiny sharp stones that were 

used as knives. One local Aboriginal elder saw it as vindication of what his people have said all along — that 
they have inhabited this land for tens of thousands of years . . . ‘We have songs and stories relating to that area 
as a sustaining resource that has provided for and cared for our people for thousands of years.’ . . .

Archaeologist Neale Draper said the tools included at least one ‘beautifully made’ piece of flint from which 
sharp knifelike shards were knocked off, hundreds of tiny knives, and pieces of grindstones. He hopes that 
testing of the knives will reveal residue that could indicate what the ancient people ate.

Iain Davidson, an archaeology professor at the University of New England, said the find was significant 
because it confirmed that the first people had moved into the more arid parts of Australia earlier than previously 
known and had adapted and stayed . . .

Tanalee Smith, ‘Ancient tools found in Australia’, Associated Press, 8 April 2008.

SOURCE 2 An image depicting the rainbow serpent of 
Dreamtime stories. Evidence of the Rainbow Serpent in 
7000-year-old rock art in Kakadu National Park makes 
the Rainbow Serpent the oldest legend in the world.
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 • detailed and well-proportioned images of humans
 • people wearing clothing, hair ornaments, tassels, sashes and 

bangles; historians and archaeologists usually associate these 
decorations with people of high status who live in permanent 
settlements. As far as we know, while humans in other areas of 
the world were beginning to live in settled farming communities 
from about 10 000 years ago, people in Australia continued to 
live as hunter–foragers.
It is very difficult to date the paintings because their pigments 

have become part of the rock. TL dating (see SOURCE 3 in  section 
1.3) of a wasp’s nest covering one of the paintings found it to be 
over 17 000 years old — an indication that at least some of the 
paintings must be this age or older.

As there are no records of deer existing further south than 
Borneo, the paintings suggest that the artists painted (from 
memory) scenes of a world they had left behind on the other side 
of the Torres Strait. As the paintings are very different in style to 
the Wandjina paintings in the same area, it seems reasonable to 
hypothesise that their artists came from a different culture. Lower 
sea levels 65 000 to 70 000 years ago would have made it possible 
for people to cross the Torres Strait at that time.

Bradshaw expert Grahame Walsh claims that the sophisticated Bradshaw images are evidence that, prior 
to Aboriginal settlement, an earlier people developed a  civilisation in Australia. Walsh and his supporters 
think that this civilisation declined because it failed to adapt to  climate change. Some Bradshaw paintings 
show conflict between two groups with people throwing spears at one another. There are also images of 
claw hands that are less sophisticated than other Bradshaw art.

Walsh believes the paintings showing conflict are younger than the main Bradshaws. He interprets them 
as meaning that Aborigines defeated the ‘Bradshaw’ people in a battle for resources, and he sees the ‘claw 
hand’ art as the work of the victorious Aborigines. Without an accurate date for the age of the Bradshaws, 
it is hard to prove this.

Megafauna fossils
Dreamtime legends, fossils and some rock art indicate that large species of animals known as megafauna 
lived in ancient Australia. These include the:
 • diprotodon — the largest ever marsupial. It looked like a giant wombat and could grow as large as a 

hippopotamus. It became extinct (died out) c.40 000 years ago.
 • genyornis — a large goose-like bird illustrated in rock art in western South Australia. It became extinct 

c.50 000 years ago.
 • thylacoleo — a marsupial lion with a strong bite, razor-sharp teeth, huge claws and a kangaroo-like tail. 

It became extinct c.30 000 years ago.
 • procoptodon — a short-faced marsupial resembling a 3-metre-high kangaroo with paws containing two 

extra clawed fingers and feet with a single hoof-like toe. It became extinct c.18–50 000 years ago.
Experts debate whether humans caused the extinction of megafauna. They have three main theories and 

no agreement:
1. Megafauna were unable to adapt to Australia’s weather becoming increasingly drier. They became 

extinct during the last glacial period (a time of very cold temperatures when large masses of ice 
spread over large areas of the Earth) c. 70 000 to 15 000 years ago.

2. The blitzkrieg (‘lightning strike’) theory that humans hunted and killed megafauna to the point where 
they became extinct.

SOURCE 3 An example of a 
Bradshaw rock painting
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3.   By using fi re-stick farming, humans indirectly destroyed the megafauna’s environment and food 
sources. Fire-stick farming was the practice of burning vegetation to create the environment best 
suited to the animals humans wanted to hunt. It forced large animals (kangaroos and wallabies) out 
from cover and encouraged them to gather around new vegetation. It was also a way of encouraging 
the growth of edible vegetation (which the ash could fertilise) and increasing the area of land that 
provided food sources.   

 In May 2013, an international team of experts published research fi ndings stating that, of 90 megafauna, 
only 8–14 still existed when humans arrived. It concluded that climate change was the real culprit. Debate 
continues!  

  SOURCE 4  A twenty-fi rst-century artist’s impression of what ancient Australia’s megafauna might 
have looked like  

 Human remains at Lake Mungo 
 Lake Mungo, about 760 kilometres west of Sydney, is one of seventeen dry lakes within the Willandra 
Lakes region. In the period from 45 000 years ago to 20 000 years ago, Lake Mungo was a freshwater lake 
up to ten metres deep, covering an area of about 35 square kilometres. It was in an area of good rainfall and 
it provided plentiful supplies of fi sh for the people who lived nearby. 

 Due to climate change, Lake Mungo hasn’t had water in it for over 15 000 years. Today archaeologists 
and scientists value it as a rich source of fossil and human remains. 

 Mungo Man and Mungo Woman 
 In 1969, wind erosion uncovered the charred remains of a young woman in the sand dunes near Lake 
Mungo. Carbon-14 dating indicated that the remains were 26 000 to 24 000 years old. 

 The skeleton, known as ‘Mungo I’ or ‘Mungo Woman’, had been  cremated  and then the bones crushed 
and burned a second time before burial. Experts believe this may provide evidence of one of the earliest 
known burial rituals in human history. 

 Since then, many other human remains and artefacts have been found in the area. In 1974, a scientist 
discovered ‘Mungo Man’ or ‘Mungo III’. Scientifi c testing in 2003 indicated that his remains were about 
40 000 years old. Someone had laid the body out very carefully, once again indicating evidence of an 
ancient burial ritual.  
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DNA testing
In 2003, scientists tested Mungo Man’s DNA. They found that it had nothing in common with that of 
people who had come after him. As the ‘Out of Africa’ theory is based on the idea that all humans had the 
same common ancestor, this result seemed to indicate that the theory was wrong.

Most scientists now think that Mungo Man’s DNA sample was probably contaminated because it was 
over 30 000 years old. They think more sophisticated DNA testing would probably have found Mungo Man 
to have genetic similarities to the humans who came after him.

The importance of conservation
Experts use the sources on ancient Australia to investigate questions such as:
 • What were the main features of Australia’s ancient environment and how did these change over time?
 • Who were the ancient Australians?
 • When did people first live here, and did they come as a single group or in waves of migration?
 • What were the main characteristics of their society? Did these differ from area to area and did they 

change over time?
 • Why do ancient Australians seem to have continued to live as hunter–foragers when people in other 

ancient societies began to cultivate plants and domesticate animals — or is this an incorrect under-
standing of what really happened?
Look out for experts’ reports as they develop new hypotheses and come up with new answers.

1.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. List the problems historians face in trying to investigate life in ancient Australia.
2. How can rock paintings add to our knowledge of ancient Australia?
3. Why do historians think that humans might have played a role in the extinction of megafauna?
4. What do the remains of Mungo Man and Mungo Woman both provide evidence of?
5. What question emerged from the results of the DNA testing on Mungo Man?

Develop source skills
6. Use SOURCE 1 to list three ways in which stone tools can provide information on ancient Australia.
7. How is SOURCE 2 useful for historians investigating ancient Australia?
8. Identify the features of Bradshaw painting shown in SOURCE 3.
9. Use your knowledge of megafauna to identify the animals depicted in SOURCE 4.

10. Use SOURCE 5 to identify five important sources of evidence found in the Willandra Lakes area.

Research and communicate
11. Research shell middens and write 5–8 lines summarising their value as a source on ancient Australia.

SOURCE 5 UNESCO’s description of the value of the Willandra Lakes region that includes Lake Mungo

Archaeological discoveries made here are of outstanding value. They include a 26 000-year-old cremation site 
(the oldest known in the world), a 30 000-year-old ochre burial, the remains of giant marsupials in an excellent 
state of conservation, and grindstones from 18 000 years ago used to crush wild grass for flour whose age is 
comparable with that claimed for the earliest seed-grind economies. The region also contains the remains of 
hearths, some dated to 30 000 years ago.

UNESCO, World Heritage List http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/167
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1.8 Key historical concepts
1.8.1 Continuity and change
Historical concepts are ideas that are important in the study of history. The key historical concepts outlined 
below provide ideas to guide our investigation of the past and help to deepen our understanding of it.

Continuity and change are important concepts for historians. For large periods of time in the past, the 
same structures, ideas, values and processes have continued and provided a framework for the ways in 
which people experienced life in particular societies. The patterns of people’s everyday lives have con-
tinued year after year for centuries — to the advantage of some and the disadvantage of others.

At the same time, changes occur and begin to disrupt this continuity. Some people welcome and support 
these changes; for others, content with their existing circumstances, change can seem threatening.

Historians want to know what kinds of changes occurred, the reasons for them and their results. For 
periods of continuity, they want to understand why change did not occur. If people attempted to introduce 
change, why were they unsuccessful?

1.8.2 Cause and effect
A cause is the thing that makes something else happen. It might be an event, an action, a decision or a 
development. Historians look for sources that help them find out what might have caused another event or 
action. This means that they are also trying to find the effect or results of something that happened in 
the past.

Usually, there is more than one cause of a particular outcome. Some of these will be short-term causes — 
those that happened just before the event. Others will be long-term causes — developments over many 
years that created a situation in which a particular outcome was likely to occur.

An example of a cause-and-effect relationship is the reasons for and results of Alexander the Great’s 
conquest of ancient Egypt.

1.8.3 Perspectives
People’s values form their beliefs about what is right and wrong, and influence their attitudes, behaviour 
and viewpoints. Their values and attitudes are linked to those of their communities, to the situations in 
which they live, and to their ideas, experiences and opportunities. These things shape their view of the 
world and their perspectives (viewpoints) on its peoples and events.

SOURCE 1 Description by Tacitus of Emperor Nero’s punishment of the Christians after the fire of Rome 
in 64 CE

Therefore, to stop the rumour [that he had set Rome on fire], he [Emperor Nero] falsely charged with guilt, and 
punished with the most fearful tortures, the persons commonly called Christians, who were [generally] hated 
for their enormities. Christus, the founder of that name, was put to death as a criminal . . . but the pernicious 
superstition — repressed for a time, broke out yet again, not only through Judea — where the mischief 
originated, but through the city of Rome also, whither all things horrible and disgraceful flow from all quarters, 
as to a common receptacle, and where they are encouraged . . .

In their very deaths they were made the subjects of sport: for they were covered with the hides of wild 
beasts, and worried to death by dogs, or nailed to crosses, or set fire to, and when the day waned, burned to 
serve for the evening lights. Nero offered his own garden players for the spectacle, and exhibited a Circensian 
game, indiscriminately mingling with the common people in the dress of a charioteer, or else standing in his 
chariot. For this cause a feeling of compassion arose towards the sufferers, though guilty and deserving of 
exemplary capital punishment, because they seemed not to be cut off for the public good, but were victims of 
the ferocity of one man.UNCORRECTED P
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Historians are interested in the perspective of the 
people who created their sources — what might 
have influenced the way the creator presented and 
reported on a particular situation. For example, 
the source could be affected by the creator’s sex, 
political and religious beliefs, nationality, level in 
society and life experiences. An emperor and a 
slave would each have had very different perspec-
tives on life in ancient Rome.

Historians’ own beliefs and experiences shape 
their interpretations of the past. It is useful to try to 
identify these so that you can judge whether or not 
they have led to bias (unfair prejudice) in the his-
tory they have written. Often a historian’s choice of 
words indicates a certain perspective. For example, 
one might talk about the British ‘settling’ Australia 
in 1788, while another might describe this event as 
an ‘invasion’.

1.8.4 Empathetic understanding
Things that were important to people in past societies might be very 
different from things we find important in our world. To understand 
people’s actions and reactions in the past, we need to develop 
 empathetic understanding — the ability to see the past through the 
eyes and different viewpoints of its participants.

Historical empathy is understanding why a particular person living 
at a particular time in the past would have acted in a certain way.

It is about realising that other people living in the same time period 
might have acted in a variety of ways because they looked at the same 
event from a variety of different viewpoints — just as we do in our time.

It is not about understanding how we would have reacted if we were 
bringing our twenty-first-century values and  attitudes to a particular 
situation in an earlier time period.

1.8.5 Significance
Historians judge the significance (importance) of a particular action, development, event, person or group 
either within its own time or beyond. For example, they might judge the significance of the Roman leader 
Julius Caesar, or the law code that King Hammurabi created in ancient Babylon (see SOURCE  4), or the 
Battle of Qadesh (see sections 2a.10 and 2a.11). Historians develop certain criteria or  indicators that form 
a kind of checklist against which they make their judgements.

For example, they might judge:
 • the impact that something or someone had on people’s lives at the time
 • how long this impact has lasted
 • whether something or someone has helped to increase our understanding of the present
 • whether or not a particular action, person or development has brought about changes which have affected 

their own time and/or the future.
These criteria can change over time because they are based on historians’ values and beliefs about what 

is important. For the same reason, historians working within the same time period can develop different 
interpretations and judgements of how important someone or something is.

SOURCE 3 A statue of Julius 
Caesar

SOURCE 2 Photo from April 2012 showing men dressed 
as ancient gladiators protesting outside the Colosseum in 
Rome against a government crackdown on their business 
of posing with tourists for money
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1.8.6 Contestability
Historians use sources to come up with an interpretation (explanation) of the past. As they develop their 
interpretations, historians try to be aware of their perspective and make sure they take into account the 
sources that support and the sources that contradict their hypothesis.

Historians compare sources to see if they are saying the same thing about a particular issue — that is, 
providing supporting evidence. Where sources disagree about a particular issue, this is called contradictory 
evidence.

While doing this, historians put together their interpretation. Historians have to justify not using sources 
and evidence that do not support their ideas. The sources and evidence available should provide more 
support for their interpretation than for any other 
interpretation.

Historians publish their research to share 
knowledge with others and allow people to 
check that they have carried out their work 
honestly. Often, they tell people which areas his-
torians still need to investigate if they want to 
gain a more complete understanding of the topic. 
Historians often contest (argue about) different 
interpretations of the same event or person-
ality. Arguing about different ideas helps them 
to test their interpretations and to change them 
when someone else’s interpretation seems more 
acceptable.

SOURCE 4 Detail from the Code of Hammurabi stela — 
the basalt column onto which the laws were etched

Pompeiians flash-heated to death — ‘No time to suffocate’
BY MARIA CRISTINA VALSECCHI

Victims’ lifelike poses among clues that ash was not the 
key killer, study says.

The famous lifelike poses of many victims at Pompeii — 
seated with face in hands, crawling, kneeling on a mother’s 
lap — are helping to lead scientists toward a new interpretation 
of how these ancient Romans died in the A.D. 79 eruptions of 
Italy’s Mount Vesuvius.

Until now it’s been widely assumed that most of the victims 
were asphyxiated by volcanic ash and gas. But a recent study 
says most died instantly of extreme heat, with many casualties 
shocked into a sort of instant rigor mortis.

Volcanologist Giuseppe Mastrolorenzo and colleagues began 
by analyzing layers of buried volcanic ash and rock, then fed the data into a computer simulation of the Mount 
Vesuvius eruption.

They concluded that the volcano, some ten kilometers from Pompeii, produced six different pyroclastic 
surges — fast-moving, ground-hugging waves of hot, toxic gases and ash.

Most of the hundreds of fatalities occurred during the fourth surge — the first to reach Pompeii — even 
though that surge was relatively slow and ash-poor.

Ash-deposit analysis and computer simulations of the surges suggest that Pompeii was at the edge of the 
flows’ reach. That would mean the fourth surge ‘was too weak to wreck buildings,’ Mastrolorenzo, of the Italian 
National Institute for Geophysics and Volcanology, told National Geographic News.

SOURCE 5 An extract from an article in National Geographic News, discussing a new interpretation of how the 
victims at Pompeii may have died. Text in aqua indicates a new interpretation and pink indicates a standard 
interpretation.
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1.8.7 SKILL BUILDER: IDENTIFYING THE WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE
Tacitus, the author of SOURCE 1, was a famous historian, lawyer and politician of ancient Rome. He lived from 
c.56 CE to c.118 CE. His two main works were Annals (c.105 CE) and Histories (c.117 CE).

People judge that his writings have provided largely accurate information and also moral lessons from which he 
hoped his audience would learn. His writings show his concern with political corruption and the abuse of power.

In this extract, Tacitus is writing about events following the burning of Rome in 64 CE. The sections shown 
in green give clues to Tacitus’s perspective on the Emperor Nero; those shown in pink give clues to his 
perspective on Christians.

The surge also carried relatively little ash, leaving behind a sediment layer only about three centimeters deep, 
previous sediment measurements have shown.

But during the surge ‘temperatures outdoors — and indoors — rose up to 300 °C and more, enough to kill 
hundreds of people in a fraction of a second,’ said Mastrolorenzo, who led the study.

Among the evidence for such fatal temperatures are the team’s bone studies. In a lab the researchers heated 
bone samples of freshly dead modern-day humans and horses, then compared the results to those seen in 
bones of Pompeiian victims of Vesuvius. Specific patterns of color and cracking in the ancient bones, among 
other features, ‘proved they were exposed to extreme heat,’ he said.

In addition, other reports have cited the melting of Pompeiian lead-tin silverware, which occurs at about 
250 °C, and the telltale charring of wood objects and food as proof of the temperatures during the disaster, 
according to the new study.

And then there are those death postures. About three-quarters of the known Pompeii victims are ‘frozen in 
suspended actions’ and show evidence of sudden muscle contractions, such as curled toes, the study says.

‘Heretofore archaeologists misinterpreted them as people struggling to breathe and believed they died 
suffocated by ashes,’ Mastrolorenzo said. ‘Now we know that couldn’t be.’

Because of the extreme heat, ‘when the pyroclastic surge hit Pompeii, there was no time to suffocate,’ he 
said. ‘The contorted postures are not the effects of a long agony, but of the cadaveric spasm, a consequence 
of heat shock on corpses.’

National Geographic News, 2 November 2010.

1.8 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What examples of change and continuity can you see around you?
2. Provide an example of a cause-and-effect relationship.
3. List three kinds of things that might influence the perspective of a source creator.
4. Provide an example of something people did in past times that would not be acceptable to you today. What 

do you think are the reasons for this?
5. Decide on three criteria you could use to judge the significance of an individual in our society.
6. Work in pairs to develop a definition of contestability.

Develop source skills
7. Use SOURCE 1 to identify Tacitus’s perspective on Nero and on Christians.
8. Is dressing like a Roman gladiator (see SOURCE 2) enough to develop an empathetic understanding of their 

lives? Give reasons for your answer.
9. Why might people judge the object shown in SOURCE 4 to be of historical significance?

10.  Use SOURCE 5 to explain the reasons given for supporting a new interpretation of how people died at 
Pompeii in 79 CE.
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1.9 Historical time
1.9.1 BC, AD, BCE and CE
In Australia and many other parts of the world, people divide time using the Christian Gregorian calendar 
which Pope Gregory XIII introduced in 1582. This calendar organises time in relation to the year in which 
Christ was believed to have been born. It uses the Latin words Anno Domini (AD), meaning ‘in the year of 
our Lord’, for the time after Christ’s birth. It uses the term BC for the time before Christ’s birth.

This system does not use a zero, so its first AD year is AD 1 and its last BC year is 1 BC. Dates written 
without either AD or BC are usually taken to be AD.

Since Christians make up only one-third of the world’s population, historians have come up with more 
neutral terms to use with this dating system. BCE, meaning ‘before the common era’, nowadays often 
replaces BC; and CE, meaning ‘common era’, often replaces AD.

When we cannot be sure of the exact date, we use the word circa, meaning ‘about’. This is abbreviated 
as ‘c’, so for ‘circa 2014’ people write ‘c.2014’.

An idea, practice, event, object or person placed outside its proper time period is called an anachronism —  
an example of this would be someone using an iPad in a picture of ancient Rome. Historians watch out for 
these as they may indicate that a source is a fake.

1.9.4 SKILL BUILDER: SEQUENCING EVENTS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
To make sense of the past we need to put events into chronological order — that is, the order in which things 
happened from the earliest to the most recent. Timelines help us do this. They show the order of events 
and always have equal divisions to show how we are measuring time. Timelines can also group events into 
periods by using brackets or by making parts of the timelines different colours. The annotated timeline below 
(SOURCE 1) shows you some of these features.

BCE BCE CE CE

2900 BCE
Earliest known
writing recorded
in Mesopotamia

PRE-HISTORY ANCIENT HISTORY MEDIEVAL HISTORY MODERN HISTORY

c.2550 BCE
Great pyramid
built at Giza in
Egypt

146 BCE
Rome
conquers
Greece.

c.2000 BCE
Knossos
palace
built
on Crete

This showes a
break in the
timescale

Where appropriate,
a timeline is divided
into eras.

1100 BCE
Decline of
Mycenaean
civilisation on
Greek mainland

1500 CE
World sea
exploration
begins.

1340 CE
Black Death
reaches
Europe.

221 CE
First Qin
emperor
uni�es
China.

392 CE
Christianity
becomes
of�cial religion
of Roman Empire.

3000 2000 1000

776 BCE
First known
Olympic
Games

753 BCE
Rome
founded

632 CE
Death of
Mohammed

20001000 1500

This timeline
is divided
into 1000-year
sections

Key dates and
brief descriptions

of events are given.

Brackets mark
a speci�c period
of history.

SOURCE 1 A timeline showing different historical periods and key features of a timeline
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1.9.3 Dividing time
Historians use different ways to divide time. Sometimes historians divide time according to the name of the 
family who ruled an area during a certain time period. Historians of ancient China may talk about the Han 
dynasty, meaning the time when the Han family ruled China.

1.9.2 Starting points for counting time
People’s religious beliefs influence their ideas about counting time.
 • Muslims count time from the year when the prophet Mohammed left Mecca to establish the Muslim 

community in Medina.
 • To a Christian, this would be the year 622, because Christians count time from the birth of Christ, and 

Mohammed left Mecca 622 years after Christ’s birth.
 • Jewish people count time from the world’s creation. For Jews, the year of Christ’s birth would be 3761, 

as he was born about 3760 years after the time they believe the world was created.

RETROFILE
Archaeologists often use the term BP, meaning ‘before the present’, to indicate the date of past events. 
Because ‘the present’ constantly changes, they use 1 January 1950 to represent ‘the present’. For example, 
1350 BP means 1350 years before 1950 — the year 600.

BCE BCE CE CE

2900 BCE
Earliest known
writing recorded
in Mesopotamia

PRE-HISTORY ANCIENT HISTORY MEDIEVAL HISTORY MODERN HISTORY

c.2550 BCE
Great pyramid
built at Giza in
Egypt

146 BCE
Rome
conquers
Greece.

c.2000 BCE
Knossos
palace
built
on Crete

This showes a
break in the
timescale

Where appropriate,
a timeline is divided
into eras.

1100 BCE
Decline of
Mycenaean
civilisation on
Greek mainland

1500 CE
World sea
exploration
begins.

1340 CE
Black Death
reaches
Europe.

221 CE
First Qin
emperor
uni�es
China.

392 CE
Christianity
becomes
of�cial religion
of Roman Empire.

3000 2000 1000

776 BCE
First known
Olympic
Games

753 BCE
Rome
founded

632 CE
Death of
Mohammed

20001000 1500

This timeline
is divided
into 1000-year
sections

Key dates and
brief descriptions

of events are given.

Brackets mark
a speci�c period
of history.

Use the following guidelines to construct your personal timeline.
(a) Begin by listing important events in your life.
(b) Put a year beside each event, such as year of birth, changes of address, births and deaths.
(c) Put these events in chronological order.
(d) Draw a line to scale and mark the base years; for example, one centimetre might represent one year. Mark 

the events on the timeline.
(e) Now mark on the periods of your education, for example at home, kindergarten, pre-school and so on. 

(Note: Unlike the Gregorian and Jewish calendars, which start at 1, your timeline will start at 0 — the day 
you were born.)
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1.9 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Organise three recent events into chronological order.
2. (a) What year are we in? On which religion is that date based?

(b) What year are we in according to the Jewish religion?
(c) What year are we in according to the Islamic (Muslim) religion?

3. In which centuries were each of these dates: 79, 1066 and 1973?
4. Explain why historians are beginning to use the terms BCE and CE instead of BC and AD.

Develop source skills
5. Use SOURCE 1 to identify one event in each of the time periods shown (ancient, medieval and modern 

history).

1.10 Conserving the past
1.10.1 Importance
If you are a fan of the Harry Potter novels, you will understand the importance of conserving the past. 
Harry spends years searching for the sources that will help him piece together his own history and that of 
his arch rival, the evil Lord Voldemort. Only then can Harry understand who he is and the culture of which 
he is a part. Armed with this knowledge, he can use his abilities to enable the forces of good to triumph as 
he moves to shape his future.

Conserving the past means conserving our heritage — the events, traditions, influences, people, places 
and world  experiences that have shaped us. Our heritage gives us an identity — a sense of who we are 
within a family, a community, a society, a nation and the world as a whole. Our  heritage represents where 
we have come from and what we want to pass on to future generations.

People and nations value their heritage and mourn its loss. Losing heritage can mean losing an under-
standing of culture, language and traditions, and people and places that have  contributed to a group’s 
identity.

1.10.2 Threats and losses
Over time, the remains of our ancient past have been  threatened by:
 • natural disasters
 • pollution

Historians also divide history into periods called:
 • pre-history — the time before people created written records (from the beginning of human existence 

over 2.5 million years ago until the development of written records about 5000 years ago)
 • ancient history — from c.5000 years ago until c.500 CE
 • medieval history — from c.500 CE until c.1500 CE
 • modern history — from c.1500 CE (early modern) and 1750 onwards (modern period).

Centuries
We also divide time into centuries — periods of one hundred years. The first year of each century is year 
1 of that century and the last year is year 100 of that century. The last year of the twentieth century was 
2000 and the first year of the new century was 2001.
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SOURCE 1 A photograph showing 
part of the Chinese Garden of 
Friendship in Sydney. The garden 
combines water, plants, stone and 
architecture to achieve the balance 
important in traditional Chinese 
garden design.

 • neglect
 • lack of funds
 • poor maintenance
 • greed
 • civil unrest and war.

Of the original seven wonders that people of the ancient world 
praised, only the pyramids at Giza remain.

In Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam, people saw aspects of their 
heritage destroyed during decades of war. People in Iraq and 
Afghanistan suffer the effects of ongoing conflict and war. In 2001, 
 Afghanistan’s Taliban rulers ordered the destruction of two giant 
Buddha statues that had been carved into the cliff face at Bamiyan 
in the year 554 CE. In 2003, looters stole and damaged many of 
the cultural treasures in Iraq’s National Museum in Baghdad. In 
2011, would-be thieves broke into the Museum of Egyptian Antiq-
uities in Cairo. In their attempts to steal some of its artefacts, they 
damaged display cases and some of the museum’s exhibits.

Sometimes, government actions and policies separate people 
from their heritage. Many Indigenous Australians suffered in this 
way when governments took them from their parents and fami-
lies and took their land. Nazi leader Adolf Hitler persecuted and 
destroyed Jewish families in the 1930s and 1940s. As a result, 
many Jewish people have lost parts of their heritage.

Sites under threat
Important sites such as Teotihuacan (Mexico) Akrotiri 
(Greece), Pompeii (Italy) and Angkor Wat  (Cambodia) 
have become archaeological digs and/or major tourist 
attractions. All contain the remains of past civilisations 
and all have faced conservation threats.
 • Artefacts from Teotihuacan (pronounced tayo-teewah-

kahn) disappeared during the construction of a large 
department store there in 2004.

 • Akrotiri suffers from lack of funding for ongoing exca-
vation work and for the protection of its buildings.

 • Conservation efforts at Angkor Wat are undermined 
by centuries of neglect, erosion, increased tourism and 
looting.

 • The once-buried town of Pompeii is deteriorating due 
to neglect, weathering, water damage, poor excavation 
techniques, tourism, vandalism, theft and inadequate 
security and funding. In November 2010, Pompeii’s 
2000-year-old House of the Gladiators collapsed into a 
heap of rubble. In the following weeks, three more walls 
collapsed in separate areas of Pompeii.

1.10.3 Methods of conservation
Societies can conserve their heritage by:
 • identifying its important features, objects and sites
 • creating and enforcing laws on heritage protection

SOURCE 2 The seven wonders of the ancient 
world as imagined by sixteenth-century Dutch 
artist Martin Heemskerk
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 • funding careful archaeological excavation
 • promoting and supporting museum dis-

plays and historic sites
 • encouraging media coverage, websites 

and events that publicise the importance 
of heritage

 • encouraging the development and use of 
scientific techniques and methods that aid 
conservation

 • establishing organisations dedicated to 
conserving archaeological and historical 
remains.

The role of UNESCO
After seeing the damage and destruction of 
heritage areas during World War I  
(1914–18), in the 1920s people began to 
think it would be good to have an interna-
tional organisation to fight for the conserva-
tion of the world’s natural and cultural 
heritage. Nothing much happened until 
1959, when people became concerned that 
Egyptian treasures at Abu Simbel would be 
lost during the creation of Egypt’s Aswan 
Dam (see section 1.11).

The international effort and success of the 
campaign to save Abu Simbel brought the 
idea closer to reality. The United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organ-
ization (UNESCO) coordinated efforts to 
save Abu Simbel’s temples. From then 
onwards, it worked to create an agree-
ment on conserving world heritage sites. 
On 16 November 1972, UNESCO adopted 
the Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage (known as the World 
 Heritage Convention). In 1976, it established the World Heritage Committee to identify and protect sites 
which are part of our world’s heritage so that current and future generations can benefit from them.

The World Heritage Committee
Today, UNESCO, through its World Heritage Committee, works to establish methods for protecting the 
world’s cultural and natural heritage. Since 1972, 190 states have signed its World Heritage Convention and 
so become part of an international community committed to ensuring the survival of sites that are important 
to the preservation of our natural and cultural heritage.

In late 2012, the World Heritage Committee listed 962 sites in 157 countries. Of these, 745 are of  cultural 
importance, 188 of natural importance and 29 a mixture of the two. To be included, a site has to be of ‘out-
standing universal value’ and must fulfil one of ten specific criteria. The criteria are updated from time to 
time to reflect people’s changing ideas about what is important for the world’s heritage. The Sydney Opera 
House and Melbourne’s Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens are two of nineteen  Australian 
sites on the World Heritage List.

SOURCE 4 Photo showing people viewing the ruins of the 
House of the Gladiators at Pompeii after its collapse on 6 
November 2010

SOURCE 3 Photo showing soldiers checking for damage 
inside the Cairo Museum during anti-government protests in 
Egypt, January 2011
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The Committee meets each year to decide:
 • which properties to add to the World Heritage List
 • which members will receive financial help with the upkeep of their sites (about US$4 million is available 

annually for this purpose)
 • which countries need to manage their sites more effectively
 • which properties should be added to or deleted from the List of World Heritage in Danger.

Placing properties on the danger list helps to focus attention on problems related to their preservation, 
and to attract the efforts and funds necessary to overcome these problems. Deleting or threatening to delete 
properties encourages countries to maintain World Heritage standards.

SOURCE 5 An extract from the selection criteria that the World Heritage Committee uses in deciding which 
sites will be placed on the World Heritage List

Selection criteria:
 (i) to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;
 (ii)  to exhibit an important interchange of human values … on developments in architecture or technology, 

monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
 (iii) to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization …;
 (iv)  to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape 

which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history;
 (v)  to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is 

representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment especially when it has 
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change;

 (vi)  to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic 
and literary works of outstanding universal significance.

 (vii) to contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance;
 (viii) to be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth’s history …;
 (ix)  to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and biological processes …;
 (x)  to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of biological 

diversity …

Conservation rights
Museums both conserve and represent 
our past. From time to time, they are 
also the source of debate and conflict 
regarding who has the right to represent 
the past. A key example of this is the 
conflict over the display of the Parthenon 
Marbles.

The Parthenon Marbles are ancient 
marble friezes that were originally part 
of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece. 
The British Museum in London and 
the Acropolis Museum in Athens each 
has nearly half of the remaining 50 per 
cent of the original marbles. The British 
Museum has held its collection for over 
150 years. The Greek government does not accept the British Museum’s claim of ownership of the friezes 
and wants it to return them. The British Museum’s trustees refuse to do so.

SOURCE 6 A section of the Parthenon Marbles, which came 
from the Acropolis in Athens and which the British Museum now 
has on permanent display in London
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 In 2001, historian Keith Windschuttle accused the NMA of failing to present a ‘balanced’ representation 
of Australian history, because of its displays of the negative experiences of Indigenous Australians. The 
debate that followed resulted in the Museum Director, Dawn Casey, and three NMA board members all 
losing their jobs. 

 Many museums glorify the past; others say that this ignores negative aspects of our past that are also part 
of our heritage. 

 Many people share this view. This opens up the question of how much we use celebrations of our 
 heritage  — such as Anzac Day — to build emotion-rousing myths of the past rather than focus on its 
realities.  

 1.10 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    Create a collage to illustrate the infl uences (events, traditions, people, places, ideas, beliefs) that have 

shaped your personal heritage.  
2.   Explain why conserving our heritage is important.  
3.   What threats are there to the conservation of the past?  
4.   Create three aims you think are important in conserving and commemorating our heritage.  
5.   Create a mind map to show how the World Heritage Commission helps conserve our heritage.  
6.   Identify the heritage issues linked to the Parthenon Marbles.   

 Develop source skills 
7.    Identify the aspects of China’s cultural heritage shown in   SOURCE 1  .  
8.   Explain what   SOURCES 2  ,   3   and   4   indicate about why it is important to take action to conserve the past.   

 Research and communicate 
9.    Use internet sources to fi nd out why Pompeii was added to the World Heritage List. Write a summary of fi ve 

to eight lines explaining the value of conserving Pompeii for future generations.  
10.    Research and write a brief report on what people are doing to conserve the heritage of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples.   

  1.11  Saving Abu 
Simbel’s temples 
 1.11.1 Abu Simbel 
 Abu Simbel, in the  Nubia  region of southern Egypt, 
is the site of two of Egypt’s most famous and most 
spectacular monuments — the rock-cut temple of 
pharaoh Rameses II (see section 2a.10) and the 
temple of Hathor, built in memory of Rameses’ 
wife, Queen Nefertari. These are part of the World 
Heritage site known as the Nubian Monuments. 

 In the early 1960s, the building of the High Dam 
on the Nile River threatened to submerge Abu Sim-
bel’s temples under the newly created Lake Nasser. 
The purpose of the dam was to provide irrigation 

  SOURCE 1  Photo showing Rameses II’s Great 
Temple at Abu Simbel and the four giant statues that 
mark its entry. The temple was built over a twenty-
year period from c.1244 to 1224 BCE.  
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for farmland and increase electricity supplies. It seemed 
that Egypt could achieve these  economic benefi ts only by 
destroying a signifi cant part of its archaeological heritage.   

 1.11.2 UNESCO’s role 
 The international campaign to save the temples of Abu 
Simbel began in 1959 after the governments of Egypt and 
Sudan requested international help to save not only Abu 
Simbel but a number of heritage areas that the dam threat-
ened. People asked UNESCO to collect the funds needed 
for a rescue project. 

 UNESCO launched the campaign in March 1960. A 
multinational team of experts proposed different methods 
of saving the temples. The plan they fi nally adopted was to 
dismantle the temples and reconstruct them in a new setting 
90 metres higher up and 200 metres  further back. 

 Work began in April 1964 and took four years to 
complete. It was a race against time. Lake Nasser 
was fi lling at a faster rate than expected and the 
waters were beginning to cover some of the areas 
and monuments people hoped to save. 

 The original site had to be cut up into large mov-
able blocks of stone, each weighing an average of 
20 tons, which then had to be lifted out for reas-
sembly on higher ground. Experts created an arti-
fi cial mountain, hollow on the inside, to create the 
framework needed to house the temples.  

 The Abu Simbel temples are evidence of the 
architectural and engineering skills of the ancient 
 Egyptians. The effort to conserve them provides 
evidence of the technical skills of international 
experts nearly 3000 years later.   

  SOURCE 2  Photo showing the interior of 
the Temple of Hathor at Abu Simbel. It is 
dedicated to Queen Nefertari.  

  SOURCE 3  Model depicting the original location of 
the temples under Lake Nasser and their new location 
90 metres higher up  

  SOURCE 4  Two photos showing the work involved in relocating the Abu Simbel temples   
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 1.11 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    What monuments are located at Abu Simbel?  
2.   Explain the threat to these monuments in c.1959.  
3.   Explain how and why they came to be saved.   

 Develop source skills 
4.    Describe what   SOURCES 1   and   2   show in terms of the importance of conserving these two temples.  
5.   Explain how   SOURCES 3   and   4   would be useful to someone investigating the history of Abu Simbel.   

   1.12  Research project: Virtual site study: 
Stonehenge 
   Numerous  videos  and  interactivities  are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au . They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in 
this topic. 

 1.12.1 Scenario and task 
  Your task is to create a wiki (an online ency-
clopedia) designed to inform readers of the 
different theories behind how and why 
 Stonehenge was built. 

 In an attempt to protect and preserve the 
Stonehenge site, the British Historical Society 
is developing an online resource allowing vis-
itors to explore Stonehenge in a virtual fi eld 
trip. Your team has been put in charge of cre-
ating the Theories Encyclopaedia — a section 
of the website to educate visitors about the 
different theories people have about how and 
why the monument was built. 

 Each member of your team will be responsible for researching a different theory and creating the page 
about this in your wiki. Each page should include an explanation and an evaluation of the theory after ana-
lysing the sources you have used. Theories your team could incorporate include: Druid temple, Temple to 
the Sun, Lunar observatory, Built by survivors of Atlantis, Built by Egyptians, Cemetery, Calendar, Place 
of healing, Alien landing pad — or another you might discover during your research. A template to help 
you gather the necessary information and evaluate your sources, can be downloaded from the Resources 
section.  

    1.12.2 Process  
 •    Watch the introductory video lesson for this project, located in the Resources section. Then, working in 

small groups, choose which theories about Stonehenge you will investigate. Carry out research into your 
chosen theories, recording your fi ndings in the relevant research topic listings in the activities panel. 
Each member of your group should investigate at least one different theory.  
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 • To discover extra information about each of the theories, find at least two sources. At least one of these 
should be an offline source such as a book or encyclopaedia. The weblinks in the Resources section will 
help you get started. In the Resources section you will also find a ‘How to create a wiki’ document, as 
well as a selection of images to add richness to your wiki.

 • Set up your wiki, remembering that:
 – each theory should have its own page
 – the first page of your wiki is a title page. You will need to add a short paragraph explaining what 
Stonehenge is and introducing the theories menu.

 – you must double-check your spelling and grammar.
 • As a group, review your final project and make any final adjustments. Make sure all of your pages are 

consistent with the same font and style of graphics.
 • When you're happy with the final product, submit your wiki to your teacher for assessment!

Go online to access additional end of topic resources such as interactivities and printable worksheets.

ONLINE ONLY

Activities

1.13 ACTIVITY 1: CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Answer questions online to receive immediate feedback and sample responses. Go to your learnON title at  
www.jacplus.com.au.

1.13 Review
1.13.1 Review
Key terms
chronological order the order in which events happen, from the earliest to the most recent
evidence information found within a source that proves or disproves something
historian someone trained to investigate and write about the past
sources written and non-written items that can provide information about the past 
CT scan short for ‘computerised tomography scan’; a machine rotates 180 degrees around the patient’s body so as 
to take multiple X-ray images that a computer then converts into images on a screen. It is 100 times more effective 
than a conventional X-ray.
embalming the use of spices and salts to preserve a dead body
cremate to burn a dead body so that it is reduced to ashes
fossil remains or impression of life from a past geological age, embedded in rock
Wandjina paintings: images of spirit beings, drawn with a thick line around their heads, and faces with large black 
eyes and no mouths
X-ray art painting style showing the bones and internal organs of the supernatural beings, human beings and animals 
they portray
conservation the process of preserving something in its existing state, restoring it to its original state by removing 
what has been added by time, or adapting it to a new use that protects its cultural significance
Nubia an area along the Nile River that takes in parts of southern Egypt and northern Sudan. In ancient times, Nubia 
was known as Kush.

Go online to access additional resources such as templates, images and weblinks.

ONLINE ONLY
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1.13 Activity 2: Practise your historical skills
Comprehension: chronology, terms and concepts
1. Decide in which centuries the following dates occurred and then organise the dates into chronological order.

(a) 750 CE
(b) 450 BCE
(c) 340 BCE
(d) 50 CE
(e) 1605 CE
(f) 5721 BCE

2. For the historical terms and definitions below, match the number of each term in list A with the letter of the 
definition that best matches it in list B.

3. Identify ten anachronisms in SOURCE 1 below.

4. Write 10–15 lines to explain what you know about how we investigate the past.

Analysis and use of sources
5. Use SOURCE 2 (on the following page) to identify:

(a) the main content of the source
(b) the origin and purpose of the source
(c) its usefulness.

List A List B

1. source (a) A theory that can be tested against the evidence given by a historian’s sources

2. evidence (b) Something that has been placed outside the time period in which it belongs

3. hypothesis (c) A person’s point of view or outlook on life

4. reliability (d) Written and non-written items that help us to understand the past

5. usefulness (e) The circumstances in which someone created a source

6. perspective (f) The quality, in a source, of being factual, unbiased, not created to influence others

7. heritage (g) The quality, in a source, of being able to help explain the past

8. context (h) The things we value from the past because they are part of our identity

9. anachronism (i) Information found within a source that can prove or disprove something

SOURCE 1 A modern artist’s impression of a fourteenth-century fair
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Perspectives and interpretations
6. What does SOURCE 2 indicate about the author’s attitudes and values? How do you know this?

Empathetic understanding
7. What information in SOURCE 2 indicates that not everyone shares the author’s attitude towards Pompeii? 

What do you think might be the reasons for this?

Research
8. Work in groups of two or three to to identify a list of five good sources for investigating Stonehenge. Include 

two or three internet sources. Summarise the results in a two-column table (see below) listing the sources 
and why each would be useful for this topic.

Explanation and communication
9. Use relevant eBook weblinks and other internet sources to identify and research an ancient site from the 

World Heritage list. Choose from one of the following areas: Australia, China, Egypt, Greece, India, Italy or 
the United Kingdom. Find out why UNESCO has placed it on the World Heritage List. Each student should 
provide one image to go into a classroom picture display of some World Heritage sites. Include a caption 
with the name of each site and the reason for its inclusion on the World Heritage List.

10. Research and describe a site that has conserved an aspect of the heritage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples.

11. Using the information in SOURCE 2 in section 1.5 and the hints below, write your name and a secret 
message in hieroglyphics.

• Egyptians often included the symbol  after a boy’s name and  after a girl’s name.

• Hieroglyphs can be written from top to bottom and also across the page. The direction a bird or animal is 
facing indicates the direction from which they should be read (that is, right to left or left to right).

Source Useful because

   

   

SOURCE 2 Extracts from a blog posted by Clio Ancient Art and Antiquities on 8 January 2011 at 
6.06 pm

News on November 7 that the House of the Gladiators had collapsed set off a storm of political finger 
pointing in Italy. Opposition politicians and commentators accused the government of neglect and 
mismanagement. La Stampa newspaper ran 
a story headlined ‘Pompeii — the collapse of 
shame.’

On November 30, a 12 meter long wall 
around the House of Moralist collapsed and on 
December 1 news came that 2 more walls had 
collapsed …

Pompeii draws 2.5 million tourists every year 
and Italy’s archaeological and other cultural 
sites generate many billions of Euros annually 
for the country’s coffers. Archaeologists and 
art historians have complained for years that 
Pompeii, Herculaneum and countless other 
sites have suffered from poor management and 
general neglect.

This writer can certainly attest to serious neglect at these sites. A few photos taken just a few years 
ago will serve to highlight this.

FIGURE 1 Graffiti damage to frescoed wall, 
Pompeii
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In Figure 1 above one can see a frescoed wall from a 
private residence in Pompeii that has been completely 
covered with scratched-in graffiti. Most of this damage 
was obviously inflicted by Italian school children who 
were left unsupervised to wander the ruins during school 
visits, though foreign tourists should not be ruled out as 
another source.

Figure 2 shows a locked and roofed but otherwise 
open air storage area at Pompeii. Several storage lockers 
of this type are scattered around the site and like the one 
shown here many contain stacks of crates containing 
excavated pottery shards, architectural fragments 
and large numbers of large, often intact, transport 
amphorae and other utilitarian ceramic vessels. Though 
roofed, these storage areas are essentially open to the 
environment, allowing the materials held in them to suffer 
damage from rain, dramatic temperature changes and 
even theft and vandalism.

The presence of large numbers of obviously 
duplicate and un-cared for antiquities such as the 
amphorae and cinerarium in these photos makes a very 
powerful argument in favor of limited and controlled 
commercialization of antiquities in Italy, generating 
much needed revenue for the maintenance of cultural 
heritage sites. This would involve a controlled process 
of marketing some of the countless thousands of 
documented duplicate antiquities recovered from 
controlled excavations that will never be called upon for any further scholarly research and would 
otherwise molder away in dark storerooms (or open air storage areas like those illustrated above!). 
The revenue generated from sale of these objects could be targeted specifically towards offsetting the 
cost of maintenance at excavated sites such as Pompeii.

Italy’s Archaeological Superintendency, which is inefficiently organized, is in need of reform. Even 
the casual visitor to sites like Pompeii, Herculaneum or even the Roman Forum will have noted that 
most employees responsible for basic supervision of the sites spend their day simply killing time, 
chatting and smoking. Higher employee training standards are required to avoid vandalism and 
neglect of the type illustrated here.

[Accessed 14 December 2011]

FIGURE 2 Storage area, Pompeii

 Try out this interactivity: Time out: Sources (doc-0000)

 RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY
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